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Roulette. Roulette is a popular casino game throughout the world. And now it's available on your

computer, phone, and tablet for free from 24/7 Games! This HTML5 roulette game is playable from the
browser of all of your devices - no app or flash download required! The future of gaming is here with 24/7
Roulette. To play roulette, select your chip amount in the bottom left corner. Place your bets on any of the
squares on the roulette board in an attempt to guess which number will come up after the wheel spin. For

the numbers, you may place bets on one space alone, in between two spaces, or in the corner of four
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spaces. Once all your bets are placed, click the Spin button for the ball to drop into the wheel which will
begin spinning. Watch the ball as it settles into a slot, which determines which number is the winner.

Winnings are doled out, losing bets are cleared away, and the process starts again! Winning Roulette
Payouts are as follows: 35 to 1 for a bet on a single number; 17 to 1 for a double number bet; a three

number bet pays 11 to 1; A corner four number bet pays 8 to 1; A six number bet pays 5 to 1; a column
bet pays 2 to 1; And a bet on the even outside bets pays 1 to 1. Roulette Game Strategy. A simple

Roulette strategy is to place a bet on red or black. Double up on your bet each time you lose until you get
your money back. Another Roulette game strategy highlights betting high when you win, and betting low
when you lose. A mathematical roulette strategy says you should increase your bet by 1 each time you

lose. We recommend finding your own roulette strategy and enjoy your luck! Seasonal Roulette Games.
247 Roulette. 4th of July Roulette. Christmas Roulette. Cinco de Mayo Roulette. Easter Roulette. Fall
Roulette. Halloween Roulette. New Year's Roulette. Spring Roulette. St. Patrick's Roulette. Summer

Roulette. Thanksgiving Roulette. Valentine Roulette. Winter Roulette. More Games. Solitaire. Freecell.
Mahjong. Sudoku. Hearts. Backgammon. Poker. Slots. Checkers. Spades. Bridge. Roulette. Video
Poker. Blackjack. Chess. Word Search. Crossword. Wordley. Minesweeper. Space Rocks. More
Games. Disclaimer. DISCLAIMER: The games on this website are using PLAY (fake) money. No

payouts will be awarded, there are no "winnings", as all games represented by 247 Games LLC are free
to play. Play strictly for fun. 
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